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A Movement in the Making

John Hagel, John Seely Brown and Duleesha Kulasooriya,
together with the U.S. Centre for the Edge Fellows
in Silicon Valley wrote the report A Movement in the
Making, published by Deloitte University Press in January
20141. The Australian Centre for the Edge revised the
report to include case studies from Australia’s ecosystem
of makers and analyse the emerging ‘maker movement’
here. Although the Australian maker movement is in
a comparatively early stage of growth to that of the
U.S., the report demonstrates that there are abundant
reasons for optimism and excitement about the future
of the next generation of inventing and do-it-yourself
in this country.
The use of Shomi Font Codes
The inclusion of Shomi font codes in this report bridges
the gap between the printed report and the digital
content we have researched. Each Shomi font code
is a simple, unique code that can be scanned with the
free Shomi iPhone (Apple iPhone is a trademark of
Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries)
app to view the linked digital content on an iPhone
mobile device.
The Shomi font codes are a portal into the dynamic and
exciting Maker Ecosystem. Download the Shomi iPhone
app, scan the font codes, and watch the linked video
of a crowd-funding campaign, or read a linked journal
article. The Centre for the Edge is confident that readers
who explore the Shomi font codes in this report will
share our optimism and excitement for the future of
the Australian maker movement.
http://shomi.me

@eHOMsAlD
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Executive summary

Australians take pride in the industrial prowess of
their nation. As manufacturing boomed, Australians
have reaped the rewards. However, the recent
announcements by Holden, Ford and Toyota to
cease automotive manufacturing in Australia made
clear the industrial challenges that the country faces.
Lamentations over the predicament of our country’s
manufacturing industry have dominated headlines over
the past year with economic modelling by the Australian
Productivity Commission predicting that the end of local
car manufacturing may cost up to 39,000 jobs in total
as factories across the country shut down2.
There is, however, a light behind the storm clouds. As
Dr Glenn Stevens, the Governor of the Reserve Bank of
Australia, pointed out, ‘Even as industries are shrinking,
new industries can grow up. We’ve got to remember
that there are industries that are growing even as older
industries are unavoidably shrinking3’.
This report takes a different, more radical outlook.
The Centre for the Edge has taken the view that the
future of Australian manufacturing is fundamentally
shifting. The future of manufacturing in this country
could lie with our emerging ‘maker movement’.
Australia finds itself at a disadvantage for labourintensive, low-skilled manufacturing however,
technologically voracious and interconnected
Australians have collectively built a digital
foundation for the vibrant maker movement4.
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The maker movement is built on connected creativity.
Australians are no longer isolated do-it-yourselfers
(DIYers) tinkering away in their garden sheds. Instead,
their extraordinary ideas are connected through social
media and in physical spaces such as hacker spaces and
maker fairs. Startups are harnessing the value of open
source and open standards, using crowd-funding to
make things happen.
Business would be well advised to observe how the
successful startups outlined in this report find ways
to participate, learn, and shape the movement.
Moreover, we urge Australians to take pride in the
emerging movement, which showcases the good old
Aussie ingenuity of making things happen. Those who
understand the maker movement will profit greatly
from it. The emerging maker movement is the new
mineral to mine and the future of industry in Australia.
We are excited to discuss it with you.
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Making – the next generation of inventing and do-ityourself – is creeping into everyday discourse, with the
emerging maker movement referenced in connection
with topics ranging from the rebirth of manufacturing
through job skills development to reconnecting with
our roots. As maker communities spring up in Australia,
a plethora of physical and virtual platforms have
emerged to serve them – from platforms that inspire
and teach, to those that provide access to tools and
mentorship, to those that connect individuals with
financing and customers. Australians’ rapid adoption
of technology and the country’s robust digital
infrastructure amplify these platforms and will
drive the future development of the Australian
maker Movement.
At the same time, access to lower-cost, small-run
manufacturing, particularly in hotspots such as
Shenzhen, China, has increased, with the result that
small production is becoming more economical and
viable5. Australian manufacturers must take note.
The supply and demand curves are being affected –
the long tail of supply can now meet the long tail of
demand, and the long tail of demand itself is changing
as individuals change their own consumption patterns.
The scales haven’t tipped yet. While alternatives exist
to almost any mass-produced item, most consumers
haven’t yet explored the full range of possibilities.
However, it is only a matter of time before large
Australian firms begin to feel the impact of this
changing landscape through greater experimentation
on the part of consumers.
The maker movement is an important manifestation of
the economic landscape to come. It brings disruptions,
but also opportunities to boost sensing capabilities,
leverage platforms for R&D accelerate learning and
reimagine the enterprise as a platform.
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In this report, we explore the three categories of makers,
the ecosystem growing around those categories,
the role technology plays in this ecosystem and, finally,
how Australian businesses can take advantage of the
opportunities this emerging movement represents.
On a bright April day in Adelaide a large crowd gathers
together to experience high- and low-tech gadgetry.
Visitors gape at 3D printers and cosmic ray detectors.
Robotics workshops jostle with people. A flying carpet
can be seen in the distance. Hobbyists, DIYers and
inventors have come out from their sheds, garages,
basements and workshops to collaborate and access
the expertise of others. Invention, creativity and
resourcefulness abound in every corner. Wherever you
look, it seems, people of all ages are taking things apart
and testing new ways of putting them back together.
This is the Adelaide Mini Maker Faire.

@PlXKZIW0

A maker movement is emerging in Australia. Sydney
and Melbourne
have
also hosted Faires. Four thousand people attended the
Adelaide Mini Maker Faire, and many more engaged
with its social media channels, which provided a stream
of news, projects and instruction. The Maker Faire’s
online platform allowed all the sharing and testing of
ideas and techniques to become part of the global
maker community.

@nNuxtQcL

@ZuSqHX3k

Welcome to the world of the maker.

What makes a ‘maker’?
Craftspeople, tinkerers, hobbyists, and inventors can all be considered makers.
As Chris Anderson puts it, ‘We are all born makers6’
. Broadly, a maker is someone who derives
identity and meaning from the act of creation. What distinguishes contemporary makers from the inventors and
DIYers of other eras is the incredible power afforded them by modern technologies and a globalised economy,
both to connect and learn, and also as a means of production and distribution. Powerful software allows makers
to design, model, and engineer their creations, while also lowering the learning curve to use industrial-grade tools.
Makers now have access to sophisticated materials and machine parts from all over the globe. Forums, social
networks, email lists, and video-publishing sites allow them to form communities and ask questions, collaborate,
share their results, and iterate to reach new levels of performance. Seed capital from crowd-funding sites such as
Pozible, cheap manufacturing hubs, low-cost international shipping, and e-commerce distribution services, such
as Etsy and Quirky, help makers to commercialise their creations.Today’s makers can create hardware capable of
exploring the deep ocean, of going to space, and of solving critical problems that were previously the domain of
large, well-funded organisations. They are inventing new solutions, bringing innovations to market, and deriving
meaningful insights through ‘Citizen Science7’.
Makers share, inspire, and motivate, and in the
process, they are reshaping education, economics, and science. As Ted Hall, CEO of ShopBot Tools, puts it,
‘The DIYer is now less of a putterer and more of a player8’.

@KlewbsIx

@wO9mxoF4

The act of making is not new. Many of the people
at the Maker Faire used to tinker in their garages,
basements, and workshops. For millennia, people
have been manipulating objects to suit their needs
and transform the world around them. Our built world
and the many inventions and innovations that populate
it are testament to the long history of making.
What is new is how modern technologies,
globalisation, and cultural shifts are enabling and
motivating individuals to participate in making activities
and removing barriers all along the value chain,
from design and prototype to manufacturing to selling
and distribution.
With greater access to tools, training, and community,
not to mention the technology-guided tools themselves
that are less expensive and easier to use, the hurdles
to making are disappearing. Access to suppliers,
customers, and funding makes it easier for individual
makers to reach a broader audience. The same forces
that are democratising information – the improved costperformance of technology that is driving digitisation
and connectivity – are also lowering the cost to produce

physical objects. Never before has it been so easy to
create or modify something with minimal technical
training or investment in tools. This allows more people
to develop their ideas into tangible prototypes and
begin to test their prototypes with potential customers.
Events like Maker Faires accelerate this sharing and
testing of ideas and techniques, allowing individuals to
come out from the garages, to inspire and be inspired
and, for some, to discover an audience.
It is tempting to dismiss the maker trend as a fad.
Employees of large firms are mostly unaware of the
platforms and tools makers are using. Even when they
know of them, the rigid processes and rules that they
work under, and their own mindsets, can prevent
corporate employees from taking advantage of the
opportunities presented.
Yet, some early projects from the movement have
already had a disruptive impact (figure 1).

Maker Movement
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Number of attendees at Maker Faire

Revenue from maker-driven businesses

2013

$>1B

120K
64K
2012
110K

$50M

50K

$895M
$525M

2011
97K
$18M

27K
2010
83K
$7M
23K
2009
74K
2011

Did not exist

2012

2013

2011

2012

projected

Quirky

New York

San Francisco Bay Area

Kickstarter project hits

2013
projected

Etsy

>1,000 hackerspaces around the world
31 established or planned hackerspaces around Australia

Project

Goal

Funded

# of backers

Pebble

$100k

$10.3M

69,000

Oculus rift

$250K

$2.4M

9,522

LIFX

$100K

$1.3M

9,236

Ninja Sphere

$115K

$0.70M

1772

Figure 1. A movement gathers mass and momentum9.
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Find details at http://hackerspaces.org/wiki/List_of_ALL_Hacker_Spaces

Sources for figure 1:

@hSjs0uEx

• Top left: ‘Makezine blog, Maker Faire overview’, Make,
, accessed January 15, 2014.
• Top right: J.J. Colao and Emily Canal, ‘America’s most promising companies’, Forbes, February 6, 2013,
, accessed January 15,
2014
• Josh Dean, ‘Is Quirky the world’s most creative manufacturer?’, Inc.,
, accessed January 14, 2014
• Mathew Flamm, ‘Handmade goes big: Etsy nears $1B in sales’, Crain’s New York Business, January 28, 2013,
, accessed January
15, 2014
• Etsy Company, ‘Press: Weather reports’, accessed January 15, 2014,
.
• Bottom left: Kickstarter, ‘Pressroom’,
, accessed January 14, 2014.
• Kickstarter Projects ‘LIFX: The Light Bulb Reinvented’,
, accessed March 9, 2014. Kickstarter Projects ‘NINJA SPHERE: Next
Generation Control of Your Environment’,
, accessed March 9, 2014.
• Bottom right: Hackerspaces wiki, ‘List of hacker spaces’,
, accessed January 15, 2014.
• Andy Gelme (founder and Vice-President, Connected Community HackerSpace Melbourne), email to the authors, March 11, 2014.

@UoCBjpEm

@4SyvhWG2

@NnFDesc9

@Ooqa0Y9B

@yax9bhmA

@GxaidoBv
@DCknSZ8G
@YgXLD0oI
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The open road: Australian startup finds value within the maker community

@YuxXDdWB

Founder and inventor Phil Bosua debuted his LIFX light bulb
on the crowd-funding website
Kickstarter in September 2012, raising $10 million in combined pre-sales from the crowd-funding platform,
his LIFX site
and distributors around the world. Bosua’s multi-coloured, energy-efficient, Wi-Fienabled LED light bulb lasts for up to 25 years. LIFX users can download and install the free app from the App
Store or Google Play to have unprecedented control over their lights via an iPhone (the Apple App Store and
iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries) or Android.

@GxaidoBv

Phil had his light bulb moment while enjoying a couple of beers at a friend’s house10. His friend couldn’t turn on
one light bulb because the wiring was bricked in. Since Phil was a trained sparky, his friend flippantly asked him if
there was a way of switching the light on wirelessly – to avoid the hassle of removing some bricks to access the
wiring. The conversation moved on, both continued drinking and Phil began pondering. Phil became certain that
it ought to be possible to turn on a light using his phone’s wireless connection, perhaps using an app. He had a
search around online and nothing seemed to be on the market apart from clunky remote controls. A few days
later Phil had a chat with Andy Gelme, who ran a hacker space in Melbourne. Andy encouraged him that the
idea was plausible and they started to have weekly meetings.
Phil put all of his marketing effort into the Kickstarter LIFX video, hoping that his reinvented light bulb could
sell itself if it was communicated in a beautiful and visually engaging manner. He was right. Public interest rose
exponentially, creating a media storm that generated yet more LIFX campaign pledges. As he says, ‘we didn’t
send one outbound email’. Phil described the experience of walking under a long bridge in New York’s Central
Park, by the time he emerged on the opposite side, funding for his LIFX campaign had jumped up $5000. LIFX
finally pre-sold 110 thousand units and has now secured major global retail partners, including John Lewis in
the UK and Harvey Norman in Australia.
Phil Bosua’s modesty and humility meant that although he was elated to receive financial support from the public
he was also scared. He felt a strong responsibility to create a product that was worthy of such overwhelming levels
of excitement and encouragement. The LIFX light bulb improved yet further as Phil welcomed the constructive
advice of the almost cult-like LIFX community. He then spent three months working with LIFX manufacturers in
China ensuring that the communities’ feedback was correctly implemented. Phil Bosua and his cofounders have
developed an application program interface (API) for LFIX products. The tools and capabilities of this product
platform will engage and encourage maker-oriented consumers to modify and adapt existing light bulbs to their
own needs and purposes.

Australian startups are increasingly placing themselves
amid the amateur market, deeply engaging with makers
at multiple levels. Ninja Blocks and Moorescloud have
open-source business models, making their professional
grade design hardware and software available on
desktops everywhere. Lighting industry giant Philips
fostered its own community of makers around the
HUE series.
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Fans can discover creative uses for the Hue light bulbs,
share images, or find answers to practical set-up
questions
. And they aren’t the only
ones companies from GE
and Ford
to Nordstrom
,
Ikea
and Autodesk
are
testing new models of engagement with the movement.

@CFA7GfTZ

@Ru9UHq1J
@rpj64UkR

@5HaPzrpi
@qh6MWBiI
@xpbzAn9y

The current maker movement, with its predilection
for open-source hardware, has parallels to the
open-source software movement. By enabling
collaborative programming, the open-source movement
fundamentally changed the way software was
developed, allowing for greater development speed
and more robust solutions. But open source also had
broader implications for organisations and technology.
Sylvia Lindtner, a techno-cultural ethnographer at
the University of California, Irvine, draws a connection
between the institutional form born out of collaborative
programming to ‘maker spaces’, the physical facilities
where makers gather to learn and create: ‘Open
source is… a new institutional form, with all its
regional, technological, organisational, and political
consequences. Similarly, when we turn our attention
to hacker spaces, we see not only a space
experimenting with new sorts of fabrication tools, but
also a community that reshapes the very meaning of
technology innovation.’11
Successful
Australian maker Phil Bosua believes it is difficult
to refute that the maker movement will provide a
renaissance of product design that in 10 years’ time
will have most institutionalised industry leaders saying,
‘Why didn’t we see that coming? 12’

@uUXBbeow

Open-source hardware opens the door for newcomers
by undermining the proprietary foothold of a larger
competitor. With design and technical specifications
available online, hardware developers can modify
existing hardware and do rapid prototyping and smallscale production runs. Arduino was arguably the first
open-source hardware project that allowed anyone to
replicate the device, but with the requirement that users
obtain a license to use the Arduino name13.

Pesce recognised that the explosion seen in Australian
software startups in the past five years would happen
with hardware as prototyping and manufacturing
became profitable.

@fG3LJqQn

Currently, in 3-D printing, even some people who have
made a business of creating and selling physical objects
still freely share their design files. The dynamics of opensource hardware are still evolving.

@8mkbE3rn

Ninja Blocks and Mark Wotton.
Open source is ideologically central to the Australian
startup Ninja Blocks and its new product Ninja Sphere.
In 2014, the founders set out to raise $115,000 for
Ninja Sphere through crowd-funding on Kickstarter,
but they exceeded their target more than six-fold
and raised over $700,000 with 1,772 backers.
cs Mark Wotton, co-founder and
former Chief Technology Officer of Ninja Blocks believes
that the company aims to demonstrate that personalised
hardware can act as an ‘external neuro-system to the
human body15’. The Ninja Blocks are small, cloudenabled computers that detect changes in the physical
environment and wirelessly send the information to a
Web service called Ninja Cloud. The Ninja Cloud allows
your Ninja Block to talk to Web apps such as Dropbox
and Twitter. Sensors can be attached to blocks to
identify triggers, such as movement, light or sound.
Once the trigger is identified the Ninja block sets an
action in motion, such as sending an SMS to your phone
when someone is at the front door. If your baby was
crying, the Ninja Block could turn on a lamp in your
hallway.
Individuals can program their
Ninja Block to perform such ‘if this then that’-style tasks
without writing a single line of code.

@DCknSZ8G

@yQl1nt82

@n6j15rWL
@oTkPRwLH

Moorescloud and Mark Pesce.
The moment the penny dropped for Sydney-based
founder of Moorescloud (his startup was built around
Internet-connected, smartphone-controlled holiday
light displays, called Holiday,) was when he got his
hands on a low-cost Linux computer called Raspberry
Pi14. This small and simple computer marked the
moment when the cost of hardware had dropped
sufficiently to allow it to be hacked like software.

Maker Movement
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With the groundswell of global participation, the maker
movement on its own is interesting. As a precursor of
a broader shift in the global economic landscape, it is
doubly so.
In the evolving maker movement, scale and
fragmentation interact symbiotically. On the one hand,
the technological advances that make it easier and
cheaper for an individual to create an item and take it
to a broader audience are enabling a proliferation of
smaller businesses. Meanwhile on the other hand,
as the number of small businesses grows, the need for
large-scale providers – for example, of logistics, design
tools, and marketplaces – to serve the fragmented
businesses increases as well.
These dynamics will affect each industry differently.
Industries such as consumer products may feel the
effects early on. Similar to the Internet, however,
the impact of the maker movement will eventually
permeate society, shifting identity and meaning from
consumption to creation and blurring the boundaries
between consumers and creators. These makers are
the consumers of the future and likely the future
of consuming.

This future calls for companies to imagine ways to serve
as a platform to connect far-flung consumers with the
products they desire.
It means designing new products and services with
the help of the people who will ultimately benefit
from them. This focus on platforms is even more
important given the proliferation of new products
and the decreasing useful life of any one product.
Companies may also need to reconsider work – the
way it is parsed out and managed – to better benefit
from the creative impulse of the workforce.
Mark Pesce’s Internet of Things startup will offer
the application program interfaces and provide
the code behind Holiday, Moorescloud’s connected
lights product. Such transparency leverages not just
the company’s own capability but the capability of
others. Mark recognises that he ‘doesn’t need to
hire a squadron of developers’ because the maker
community around Moorescloud is doing that job
for him16.
In this future, it is easy to imagine that unless companies
take the lead, grassroots efforts may fill the evolving
need for new products and services.
Companies can choose to participate or retrench,
but those that close themselves off will be susceptible
to disruption driven by no less a force than humans’
intrinsic desire to create.
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Companies which welcome the participation
of makers are, metaphorically speaking,
built like sponges. These companies have a
porous framework allowing them to absorb
and create value from external innovative ideas,
whereas companies which close themselves off
from the creativity of the maker ecosystem are
surrounded by brick walls isolating them from
external innovation.
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Makers and the maker movement represent a
microcosm of broader trends in today’s world.
Yet, with the ever-growing number of participants
around the world, there is no single maker profile.
Dale Dougherty, editor and publisher of Make magazine,
first categorised makers into three broad stages: Zero to
maker maker to maker and maker to market17. Not all
makers will move through all three stages, nor will they
want to – the power of the movement is that there
are as many end points as there are entry points.

Zero to maker: Every maker has a different starting
point. Some have tinkered all their lives, while most
are rekindling or discovering a fondness for altering
the world around them. The journey begins with
inspiration to invent, the spark that turns an individual
from purely consuming products to having a hand
in actually making them. The inspiration can come
from anywhere, from imagining a new approach to
an everyday task (such as separating an egg yolk) to
immersion in a new environment such as Maker Faire.
To go from zero to maker, the two most important
aspects are the ability to learn the required skills and
access to the necessary means of production. Knowing
that others have done it makes it easier to take this step.
What renders making less daunting is easier access to
sources of inspiration and learning. Such sources have
proliferated as a result of digitisation and increasingly
cheaper tools of production. Makers can more easily
access stores of information – both in physical settings
such as local workshops and in virtual settings such as
online community portals – to fill gaps in knowledge
and capabilities. Moreover, Australians can now access
otherwise cost-prohibitive tools through sharing
communities and hacker spaces.

Hackerspaces
Australian hackerspaces such as Robots and Dinosaurs
MakerSpace Newcastle
and West Coast Makers
function like
gyms for makers, letting individuals pay for various
levels of membership to gain access to machines,
classes, and workspace. The Sydney hackerspace Robots
and Dinosaurs includes a laser cutter and 3D printer as
well as more traditional metal and woodworking tools,
sewing machines, fabrics and patterns
Robots and Dinosaurs advertises itself as ‘the only place
you can get a soldering iron at 3am’18. Each hackerspace
facilitates the transfer of knowledge from the expert
to the novice, which inspires more people to become
involved and move from zero to maker.

@R1IoHWTv

@N9aHwmGo

@R72YJkp6

@kC4ZvuT8

Maker to maker: The distinction in this stage is that
makers begin to collaborate and access the expertise
of others, whether by formally building teams around
projects or by simply asking for help from others who
are willing to share their experience. At this stage,
makers also contribute to existing platforms. Here,
too, powerful undercurrents are at work, both from
technological revolution as well as unleashing the
innate desire for self-expression and creation.
Historically, makers tended to connect in small
communities limited by interest and geography,
which were neither accessible to outsiders nor
welcoming to newbies. The advent of the Internet
changed that. Communities can now connect and
share passions without limitation of distance, and
individuals can move among communities easily,
choosing their level of participation.
The maker community has begun to organise talent
pools (for example, in drones and 3-D printing),
where a group meets both online and in person to share
work – a bit like the original Homebrew Computer Club.
Expertise is categorised by interests and projects rather
than academic credentials or job titles, and relationships
are created ad hoc.
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Physical hacker spaces across Australia extend the
training and community they provide into virtual
platforms where anyone can share ideas, collaborate
and organise recourses.

@iau8Sokd

The Shed Online
. The Australian Men’s
Shed Movement has intertwined its geographically
disparate physical community with a concentrated
digital community. The AMSA continues to gather
together men from a local area into a communal Shed.
The new Shed Online platform facilitates learning and
sharing of knowledge between men across the country
With 10,500 members, it is the largest
Men’s Shed in Australia19. Discussion threads encourage
conversation about woodwork, metalwork, renovations
and car restoration, amongst many other topics.
The ongoing ‘Fix it and DIY’ discussion thread has
been viewed over 300,000 times
. It is
evident that geography no longer hinders learning and
collaborating between Australian makers.

@Kd19in3s.

It is by no means the destination for all makers.
Many will continue to improve on their own inventions
without a profit motive. However, even if only a few
makers pursue market opportunities, the impact may
be huge.
During a recent trip to the electronic markets in
Shenzhen, well-known maker Andrew ‘bunnie’ Huang
noted, ‘There are 100 million factory workers in the
region. If 1 percent of those factory workers decide
to leave factories and begin their own operations,
there are one million new specialists. If 1 percent of
those specialists decide to develop original creations,
then there are 100,000 new inventors. If 1 percent of
those inventors find commercial success, then there are
suddenly 1,000 new commercially viable products in
the marketplace20’.

@De0VQsOn

On this portion of the spectrum, makers start to
connect with one another through the same virtual
and physical platforms that existed to draw people into
the movement to begin with. Fragments of knowledge
begin to concentrate, while more knowledge is
developed in a decentralised fashion as new makers
build on the foundation previously established.
As makers become a deeper part of and more
invested in communities of making like Maker Faire,
their journey can branch out into multiple paths to
include the discovery of marketplaces or finding better
ways to produce their inventions. The desire to improve
and share with others catalyses the move to maker
to maker.

Maker to market: From the workshops and the digital
communities, a new wave of invention and innovation
springs forth. Knowledge flows and concentrates and
flows again. Some of the inventions and creations will
appeal to a broader audience than the original makers.
Some may even find commercial appeal. In this part of
the spectrum, makers take deliberate steps to formally
introduce their inventions to the commercial part of
the spectrum.

Crowd-funding websites exist to connect individuals
with financing and customers. Previously a blossoming
maker would have had to pitch their prototype to an
established manufacturer who would market, sell and
distribute their product to the world.
Crowd-funding websites change this. Bureaucratic
application processes, individual’s bias, and the
anonymity of a sea of applications are cut out of the
equation. Fundraising is changed from a game of
chance to a game of skill. Project creators have greater
control over how they communicate their ideas to a
wide audience made up of individual tastes
and interests.

@FlS0wLbC

Pozible, Rick Chen and Alan Crabbe.
.
The crowd-funding platform Pozible is owned and run
by Australians. The co-founders and directors Rick Chen
and Alan Crabbe met on a road-trip from Sydney to
Noosa in 2010 and were soon collaborating. Pozible
was dreamt up, and is now enabling a proliferation
of smaller businesses to emerge, having hosted more
than 5500 projects with a success rate of 56 per cent.
The long tail of supply can now meet the long tail of
demand. Pozible was designed to enable individuals
to make great things possible if the public loves a
creative project, they can support it by pledging money.
A campaign founder’s decision to scale and profit
catalyses the move from maker to market. This is where
the maker movement collides with the business world.

Maker Movement
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Dale Dougherty: Maker to maker
‘This feels like the early days of [the] Web … There’s something here about being a movement.
It’s not just a fad or trend.’
As founder and CEO of Maker Media, Dale Dougherty is arguably the symbolic father of the maker movement.
His perspective reflects the enthusiasm and commitment of the fast-growing movement. From the commercial
successes to those driven by a pure hacking ethic to the esoteric creative gems, makers come in many flavours,
but their stories share a sense of a larger commitment to the community.
Rather than having a definitive end or a limited number of participants, the maker community seems able
to absorb a great diversity of people and pursuits. Dale coined the terms ‘zero to maker’, ‘maker to maker’,
and ‘maker to market’ to describe the breadth of opportunities to participate. He points to the difference
between finite and infinite games described in James Carse’s book Finite and Infinite Games: ‘A finite game
is played for the purpose of winning, an infinite game for the purpose of continuing the play’21. An infinite
game invites anyone who is willing to play to join in.
With this notion of open-ended play in mind, Dale built two of the largest platforms that sustain the
movement – Make magazine and Maker Faire. On the back of those platforms, he: created a detailed
playbook to support the creation of maker spaces around the globe created Maker Shed, a marketplace for
kits and equipment to stock the maker space or allow the fledgling maker to get started and, most recently,
to provide more opportunities to young makers, he launched the non-profit Maker Education Initiative and
advocated for maker spaces inside institutions such as libraries and science centres. Each of these platforms
is an open-ended invitation to the community to participate in creating and recreating, setting the stage for
an infinite game.
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We have described the maker movement from
the perspective of the makers themselves – that is,
the journey that an individual makes to begin creating,
to share ideas and learnings and, for some, to develop
a business. Along every step of the maker spectrum,
other actors in the ecosystem reinforce and amplify
the movement (figure 2), often through centralised
platforms that make digital resources more freely
available and consolidate sources of information.
Without these other communities and organisations,
the movement would not have as great an impact.
To understand the movement, we need to take a
deeper look into all areas of the ecosystem.
Figure 2. Some representative players in the maker
ecosystem. Many of these entities play multiple roles
in the ecosystem, while the roles are evolving, and new
entrants emerge daily.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Mini Maker Fairies
The Shed Online
Make magazine
Instructables
Pinterest
Meetup.

•
•
•
•
•

Techshop
Makerspaces
Robots & Dinosaurs
Mens Sheds
Fab Labs & Fab Lab Adelaide.

Maker to Maker

•
•
•
•
•

Maker to Market

General Assembly
Codeacademy
DIY Drones
Universities
Deakin University
CADET.

•
•
•
•

Maker Map
Maker’s Row
Co-working spaces
Hub Australia.

Zero to Maker

Making technologies

•
•
•

Makerbot
3D Systems
ShopBot.

•
•
•

Quirky
Threadless
Open source software
and hardware.

•
•
•
•
•

Thingiverse
Tinercad
3D Sketch Up
Autodesk
Geomagic.

Idea to market

Design
Service Bureaus

Maker to Maker

•
•
•

Maker to Market

3D Quick Parts
Rapid Prototyping Services
Advanced Manufacturing Services.

•
•
•

Blue Caravan
GumTree
Pozible.

Marketplaces

Financing Options

Contract manufacturers

Incubators

Orchestrators

Source: Deloitte Centre for the Edge.

•
•

Kickstarter & Pozible
Indiegogo.

•
•
•
•

PCH
Dragon innovation
AdaFruit
SparkFun.

•
•
•

Highway 1
Haxlr8r
Bolt.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Steve Sammartino
Mark Pesce
Phil Bosua
Nijablocks Founders
Chris Peters
Karen Marsh.

Zero to maker: Going from zero to maker requires
resources in two main areas: the knowledge about
what to produce and how to design it and access to
machines and the skill to use them.
Imagine being led into a room with a sheet of acrylic
and a laser-cutting machine. While some people might
eventually craft that acrylic into a wall-mounted, back-lit
triptych, many of us would be at a loss – without a
pattern or design, or knowledge of how to use the
laser cutter. Now, however, entire designs and machine
instructions for 3-D printers, computer numerical
control (CNC) cutters, and other fabrication tools can
be downloaded from sites such as Thingiverse and fed
directly into a waiting machine. As an individual gains
skills, modelling and design software is increasingly
available in inexpensive desktop versions, such as
Autodesk 123D.

With the efforts of passionate manager Karen Marsh,
public enthusiasm for Fab Lab Adelaide is intensifying
its website now receives approximately 13,000 visits
per month22. Moreover, Lauriston Girls’ School in
Melbourne, in partnership with Stanford University’s
Graduate School of Education, has established
Australia’s first school-based Fab Lab
.
These Fab Labs and other ecosystem players work
together to lower the barriers to making, enabling
more and more Australians to go from zero to maker.

@aFmqEkB0

The role of universities in the Australian
maker movement
A number of universities have developed facilities
to power the maker movement, providing students
and makers with access to advanced manufacturing
technologies. The University of Melbourne has built
a Fab Lab within its Environments and Design Student
Centre
, RMIT has its Advanced
manufacturing Precinct
and Deakin
University is establishing CADET (Centre for Advanced
Design in Engineering Training)
.
CADET is setting up a facility in Geelong, which has
had a long history in manufacturing and in particular
was home to Ford. The vision for CADET is to establish
a future-focused engineering and design facility with
advanced training capability.

@WpwkITv3

The second requirement is access to the tools,
machines, and technologies that produce the
inventions. This barrier is also lower now, as a result
of more community inventors’ workshops opening
up that allow access to machines on a subscription
basis. A member can reserve time on a traditional
industrial machine like a lathe or gain access to newer
technologies like 3-D printers.
Fab Labs
Fabrication Labs, or ‘Fab Labs’, are digital workshops
equipped with laser cutters, milling machines, vinyl
cutters and 3D printers, where you can make almost
anything
. The community inventors’
workshop Fab Lab Adelaide
is hosted
by Adelaide College of the Arts, funded by the South
Australian Government via TAFE and managed by the
Australian Network of Art and Technology. Since its
founding in 2012, 700 registered users have been
taught how to use Fab Lab Adelaide’s equipment. As a
member of MIT’s network of Fab Labs
,
Fab Lab Adelaide offers free access to equipment
and expertise two days a week and demonstrates 3D
printing at interstate events it explains how to build
accurate physical models of computer-generated
designs and digitally fabricate at a personal scale.

@hc9mvyCT

@Rhgu7GUY

@sbxrvhG9
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@TcXxDgmO

@2deFlJSB

Integrated learning environments.
Traditionally, engineering in Australia has been taught
from a very theoretical foundation, delivered in large
lecture theatres such that students would not gain
exposure to practical learning until the latter part
of their course. CADET redefines this. Students will
work in small interactive groups to solve real-world
engineering problems – as they would in industry as
part of an engineering team. Students can utilise
purpose-built laboratory and workshop space and
access the very latest simulation and visualisation
systems to provide a seamless path from idea to
concept, to prototype, to customised manufacture.
Studio-based environments are featured throughout
the three-story building and offer an opportunity for
greater collaboration.

Unlocking design in engineering
Recognising that design is a primary function of the
engineering profession, CADET will emphasise the
importance of design, rapid prototyping and modelling
in engineering practice. CADET opens up the possibilities
of design in engineering through project-based
collaborative learning supported by state-of-the-art
infrastructure to provide the ‘21st century’ reality of
engineering.
Access to high-end equipment
With more than $6 million being invested in cuttingedge technologies and specialist learning aids, CADET
represents the pinnacle of engineering education
within Australia. Focused on digital manufacturing,
rapid prototyping, 3D modelling and visualisation
technologies students, researchers and industry will be
able to experience and master the tools and techniques
that will shift the future of Australian manufacturing.
CADET will provide knowledge-sharing and access for
local and national industry, big and small, to a wide
array of advance design, visualisation and manufacturing
technologies, enabling them to assess the competitive
benefits of such technologies within their specific
markets. CADET represents a competitive advantage
to the future manufacturers of Australia.

@5CH7cNzG

Annex Products and Chris Peters
.
Chris Peters is a serial maker who has worked with
Deakin University. Chris had a design consultancy but
had an idea for a mounting case to be able to use an
iPhone as a navigational aid while bike riding. He had
designed initial prototypes but didn’t have the time or
funds to devote to the idea. In 2011, Chris and his mate
Rob had been watching the rise of the crowd-funding
phenomenon and had seen the effect it was having
on product development. After seeing the TikTok Watch
project nearly tip the $1 million mark, they decided they
should give it a whirl. The Quad Lock™ was considered,
but it required a fair bit of capital to manufacture and
still needed some work refining the design of the locking
mechanism. So, Rob proposed they start with something
a little simpler. The idea of putting a bottle opener on

an iPhone was proposed one Sunday afternoon and a
few weeks later the Opena® case was born. It received
instant success on Kickstarter
, paving
the way for launching the Quad Lock™
.
The Quad Lock was launched on Kickstarter in 2011
and made its target within two weeks
.
Annex has a relationship with a contract manufacturing
group in China. An interesting aside is that Chris
believes that the most important factor in setting
up a relationship with a contract manufacturer is
communication. Having good communication has
meant the products meet the specifications and quality
required with little pain and the Annex team can focus
on product development and sales without needing
to be stationed in China. The feedback from customers
has led to Annex’s developing 24 new products in two
years. Products have been shipped to 4000 cities in over
100 countries. Chris set up his online presence using
Shopify and 80 per cent of sales occur online.

@CpPj7MZx
@NkrvHVxw
@0nb9Wqhw

Chris believes that universities have a crucial role
to play in helping makers get products to market23.
Gaining access to high-end prototyping equipment
and facilities in Australia is difficult and while Universities
often have the facilities, they are focused on teaching
and research. Through building relationships with
Deakin, Chris has been able to get access to facilities
and people that have allowed him and his team to
accelerate the product-development cycle. Chris believes
that Universities could learn a lot from Shapeways,
the 3-D printing service with facilities in the USA and
the Netherlands
. Shapeways allows
you to submit your 3D design, choose the material
and have it printed and despatched through a simple
online interface.

@Ujzt8Ypa
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Maker to maker: Digital communication and sharing
have led to greater diversity and fidelity of what can
be shared. Cost-effective computer and communication
technology has penetrated and permeated Australian
society. Wireless communications have rapidly grown
from a luxury (or the exclusive tool of the mobile
tradesperson) to become all but ubiquitous currently
there are more than 1.3 mobile subscriptions per
inhabitant in Australia24.

@OwWy4CMg

Complex knowledge flows have emerged as a result
of Australians’ voracious adoption of new technology.
Their use of social media accelerates and amplifies
information flows within the maker ecosystem because
it facilitates collaboration and two- and multiple-way
communication. Social media is a platform on which
individuals internalise information and make connections
between what they know and what they have learned
– the connection between what is happening and what
is possible. Australia’s use of social media has grown
dramatically in recent years. In 2011, the social media
activity metric (the percentage of minutes Internet users
spend on social media websites relative to the total
minutes they spend on the internet) was 32.54 per
cent in Australia, compared with 17.35 per cent in the
U.S.25
Australia’s robust ‘info-structure’
of digital communication and sharing will enable the
creativity of our geographically dispersed population
to increasingly consolidate through centralised
forums. These forums will encourage and reinforce
the intensifying desire of Australians to connect and
contribute along every step of the maker spectrum,
from marketplaces to financing to production.

@OwWy4CMg
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Simple question-and-answer forums have evolved into
detailed step-by-step instructions on Instructables.com
and how-to videos on YouTube. These channels for
learning and producing also connect makers to one
another. On platforms from Thingiverse and MakerBot
to DIY Drones, makers freely share their designs and
allow others to modify and improve them. These sites
include forums where participants answer each other’s
technical questions, galleries where they share and
review projects, and communities where teams form
around special areas of interest. Australian firms must
adapt their business to create value from this emerging
digital infrastructure of interconnected makers. Success
was once a question of scale of building a store of
assets and best practices to provide a better product to
more customers. However, being big no longer conveys
the benefits it used to. Success today is a question
of tapping into and leveraging knowledge flows.
This sharing has created opportunities for entrants to
contribute in multiple areas of the maker ecosystem,
from marketplaces to financing to production.
This area of the maker spectrum is characterised by
makers leveraging the resources of not only other
makers but also those who have decided to serve
the maker movement.

The Super Awesome Micro Project and Steve Sammartio
The Super Awesome Micro Project (SAMP)
is a whacky idea turned into a reality. The project proved
that a life-sized car, made entirely of Lego, running on air, really can be driven along a road. The project attracted
the interest of motor enthusiasts, scientific researchers and Lego lovers from all over the world. Yet project founder
Steve Sammartino openly reveals that the fact that the SAMP concerned a car was inconsequential, the real point
was to ‘show what can be achieved using social media26’.

@dFsIyCum

Steve crowdfunded SAMP with a single tweet. The tweet alerted his followers to the awesome opportunity to be
part of the project. Forty patrons collectively funded $22,000. Every following marketing campaign was publicised
with a single tweet containing a link to the SAMP website.
The success of the project made a statement about the possibilities offered by our ‘non-linear hyper-connected
society27’. The technology behind the Lego car was the brainchild of Raul Oaida, a 20-year-old self-taught
technologist from Romania who contacted Steve with the Skype message, ‘Hi, I am building a spaceship’, as Steve
says, ‘You know I accepted that contact request!’
Their collaboration (Steve is a Melbourne-based
entrepreneur and marketing guy
) bursts the myths of the industrial era that we must work with
those who live in the same geographical area as us. Despite Raul being half Steve’s age, never having had a formal
education, and living in Romania on the other side of the world – their collaboration was fruitful proof that today’s
citizens are digital nomads.

@IjMquXiz

@owu5h6zW

Steve Sammartino recognised that encouraging the public to feel emotionally connected to SAMP would raise
the profile of the project. The SAMP website contains a list of ‘Super Awesome Micro Project Patrons’ – along
with their Twitter handles and personal website URLs
. Steve leveraged social media to transform
the patrons’ financial investment into an ambassadorial role. The patrons became evangelists who broadcasted
enthusiasm for SAMP to their personal network via social media – driving yet greater scale for SAMP. All Australian
Companies should consider what they could achieve by leveraging the enthusiasm of the maker ecosystem and
our non-linear hyper connected society. Steve Sammartino transformed a whacky idea to fund and build a car
from 500,000 LEGO pieces into a reality – what could you make?

@jvrIoPO2

Maker to market: As more and more makers connect
with various parts of the ecosystem, some will seek a
profit and think about commercialising their inventions.
The barriers to manufacturing and commercialisation
have been reduced. Digitisation of information and
rapid information transfer have lowered start-up and
switching costs. In addition, digital tools – whether
additive, subtractive, or assembly – have improved
the fidelity of reproduction and dramatically lowered
the costs associated with complexity. This means that
functionality, engineering, and assembly methods can
be built in during design, and smaller batches can be
produced more economically. Australian makers can tap
into this manufacturing capacity to prototype and scale
their inventions.

Incubators and other intermediaries have sprung up
to assist makers in refining their inventions and finding
efficient ways to bring products to market. Indeed, in
just under three years, since its founding, the crowdfunding platform Pozible has funded AU$16 million
of successful projects, while organisations such as
Shapeways and Ponoko are allowing makers to turn
complex designs into actual products.
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The self-reinforcing nature of the maker movement
is manifest all along the spectrum. The desire to
learn is satiated by an increased flow of information
through physical and virtual communities. In turn,
these communities are nourished by Australians’
increasing desire to connect and contribute. The
ability to solve real-world problems draws many into
the global economy. Pozible’s Ambassadors’ Network
provides ‘campaign founders’ with greater access to a
community of 170 + seasoned, successful crowd funders
who assist with advice and feedback about how best
to use the crowd-funding platform
.

As these makers and their inventions are supported
and amplified across the ecosystem, the impact will
be felt across more areas of society and business.

Campaign founders using Pozible are not only
presenting their ideas to a broader audience,
but a connected, worldwide, audience. ‘There is an
expectation that if an individual goes to the public
for funding, that they will build a community around
their idea’ says Mark Wotton28. Social media is the
backbone of many Pozible fundraising campaigns. It is
used as a tool by pledgers to encourage networks of
friends, family, colleagues and followers to participate.
In this way, Pozible’s presence in social media can spark
sharp changes to the long tail of demand because it
amplifies one’s awareness of other people’s interests.

@EeBQMI6o

@ux0noPNy
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Australian makers seeking connected working and
learning are using the multitude of co-working spaces
across the country
Hub Melbourne
in Victoria, Desk X Space in New South Wales,
the Thought Fort in Queensland, Majoran Distillery
in South Australia, City Hive in Western Australia,
and the Parliament in Tasmania are just a sample of the
co-working spaces in this country. The spaces stimulate
innovation and collaboration. Hub Melbourne’s
internal impact survey reported that
over 90 per cent of members felt that their working
environment stimulated new ideas and initiatives,
while 85 per cent of members reported that they had
expanded their professional network, and collaborated
more productively29.

@pKau4CTo
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Over a million sellers have used Etsy to sell more
than 100 million items collectively valued at a few
billion dollars. Over 30 million members from over
200 countries purchase on Etsy. Its products range
from greeting cards to jewellery, art, clothing and
housewares. Its largest growing segment is furniture.
Platforms like Etsy, along with eBay and others, are
lowering barriers to entry and scale for any entrepreneur
or small business. They instantly provide a global
storefront with no upfront cost. Shapeways is a 3D
printing service that manufactures and distributes 3-D
printed objects. Shapeways meet-ups enable ‘shapies’
to meet other like-minded 3D printing enthusiasts.
The many meet-ups founded around
Australia demonstrate makers’ growing demand for
personalised products. On Quirky, you can submit
a product idea and let the half-a-million members
(‘inventors’, as Quirky refers to them) develop and
design the idea into a real product. If the product
passes the stage-gate process, Quirky would then
manufacture and distribute the product, including
dedicated retail shelving at Target. On Threadless,
users can submit designs that are voted on, and the
winning entries are made into T-shirts, sweatshirts,
and posters. On deviantART, budding artists can sell
their sketches and artwork.

@Ujzt8Ypa

The examples above point to the increasing number
of niche providers that are competing with large
companies for share of wallet. Now that building new
products and reaching new customers is easier than
ever, competition can and will come from everywhere,
not just your biggest competitors.
The sellers of these unique products are building not
just on new production and distribution platforms,
but also riding the trend of consumers demanding
more customised products and services. In the past,
consumers had limited choice – buy what was massproduced or choose from a small selection of items at
local craft outlets and farmers’ markets. The advent of
marketplaces on the Internet (from eBay to niche sites
such as Nervous System) expanded those choices for
consumers and whetted their appetite. The demand
curve moved out, but the supply curve stayed put.
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In the last few years, the plethora of new platforms,
ranging from those that inspire and teach new skills
(such as Instructables and Codeacademy), to physical
maker spaces that provide access to tools and
mentorship, to financing options that allow hobbies
to scale into businesses (such as Pozible), to online
marketplaces (such as Etsy and Threadless) have
started affecting the supply curve.
In addition to these platforms, makers can use global
manufacturing hotspots such as Shenzhen not only to
meet massive-scale production, but also to produce
small batches more economically. Three factors play
into this development: the declining cost of production
to a point where small-batch production cost meets
the price point of early adopters and niche consumers
small-batch or sample factories refining and improving
their processes to reduce cost and improved access to
these factories through a network of intermediaries such
as bunnie Huang, Seeed Studios, and PCH’s Highway 1.
The long tail of supply now matches the long tail
of demand.
The scales haven’t tipped yet. While alternatives exist
to almost any mass-produced item, most Australian
consumers haven’t yet explored the full range of
possibilities. However, it is only a matter of time before
large firms begin to feel the impact as multitudes of
niche products collectively take market share away
from generic incumbent products. Ignoring niche
products won’t reverse the trend.

The long tails meet: Tom Car Australia
Chris Anderson, the former editor of Wired magazine, outlined the significance of emotionally invested consumers
by explaining that when his daughters designed their dolls house toys themselves they treasured those toys more
than they could ever value a mass-produced toy.
The Australian car company Tom Car has built its
business structure around Chris’s wise words. Its Chief Marketing Officer, Steve Sammartino, firmly believes that
‘one size fits one person’ and, as such, Tom Car Australia’s product design exists as a platform to be hacked30.
Tom Car appeals to budding Australian makers because it enables them to play a part in the design of their car.
Personalising car design is taken as the norm.
By contrast car manufacturers Toyota, Ford and
Holden each design a multitude of different car models. Customers may buy a standard design at a good price,
but customising the design is expensive. By contrast, TomCar Australia produces four models that customers can
highly personalise using the TomCar app each customer becomes emotionally invested in their personal car design.
Australian startups LIFX, Moorescloud and Ninja Blocks also recognise the value in handing their designs over to
the makers of the world. The founders know that if they do not, potential consumers will increasingly
look elsewhere.

@KlewbsIx

@4ijAacVK
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Shaped by exponential technology advances and
global interconnection, the institutional landscape
is increasingly bifurcated some areas will fragment
into smaller and smaller entities, while other areas
will consolidate, and only a few, large-scale entities
will survive.
The increasing fragmentation of business and innovation
is creating a symbiotic relationship between grassroots
businesses and the large-scale platforms that enable and
empower them.
The boundary between creators and consumers
in Australia will increasingly blur as the Australian
maker community engages with companies’ hackable
product interfaces. The transparency of a company’s
communication with customers must reflect the
depth of this engagement. Customers who have
invested their time and energy in developing a
product expect to be kept ‘in the loop’. As Mark Pesce,
founder of Moorescloud wisely said, ‘Transparency
and communication is not a form of marketing, nor
a demonstration of status31’. A continued dialogue
demonstrates respect for the community that shaped
your product, and appreciation for their efforts. One
must, however, give the community the appropriate
transparency, and not burden them with unnecessary
information. Moorescloud experienced the expected
growing pains of any fast-growing startup.

Its first hurdle was a huge manufacturing problem – one
of the critical components in the Holiday product went
wrong. Holiday’s ‘Illumination as a Service’ would be
shipped and delivered late. Pesce sent out an email every
Saturday to everyone who was expecting a Moorescloud
delivery, communicating his genuine efforts to deliver as
soon as possible. Pesce was met with encouragement
rather than anger from waiting customers. Brands that
provide an authentic human interaction by replying to
messages and contributing to a continued dialogue will
develop a loyal consumer base.
As Steve Sammartino recognises, ‘Now is the time
of access and diffusion not ownership and control.’
Established Australian companies must acknowledge
the profit to be gained from hackable interfaces and
free forums. Similarly, Individuals and small businesses
rely on the existence and further development of these
platforms to keep barriers to entry low and make
scaling a business viable. The platforms grow in value
with fragmentation, and the fragmented parts of the
economy gain more value as the platforms expand.
As the business landscape fragments and consolidates,
established firms have to find their place in the fabric.
They will want to stay away from the parts of the
economic landscape that are fragmenting and focus
instead on the parts that are consolidating – which
broadly fall into two categories: scale operators and
mobilisers (figure 3).
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Source: Deloitte Centre for the Edge.
Scale operators provide the physical infrastructure,
digital aggregation, and mass-agent capability required
to support niche operators. Large physical businesses,
such as manufacturing, logistics, facilities management,
and back-office operations, will get even bigger as they
support increasingly large and fragmented businesses
spanning the globe. Digital aggregation platforms,
such as social media platforms, online marketplaces,
and finance platforms, will also grow in size for the
same reason. And a new segment of large-scale
consumer and talent agents will increase the
number of options to both consume and learn.
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Mobilisers, from ‘flash organisations’ to open-source
platforms to ‘shaping networks’, will connect niche
operators with each other and with scale operators.
As the business landscape evolves, so does the
rationale for large institutions. With the decreasing cost
of activity coordination across independent entities,
and the increasing need to continuously learn and
evolve, firms exist less for scalable efficiency than for
scalable learning.

The maker movement provides a few possible avenues
for building agile, nimble learning organisations
that scale.
1. Use the maker ecosystem to boost your sensing
capabilities
Makers represent a broadly distributed innovation
ecosystem. They tinker, build, market, and sell
unique items. The benefits of paying attention to
this ecosystem and its output include the ability to
observe emerging trends and technologies within
the ecosystem. Which types of items, materials,
techniques, or technologies are gaining popularity?
Monitoring emerging trends can allow scale
operators and orchestrators to better shift resources,
not only to support but also to shape these trends.
Another benefit of having sensing capabilities in
this ecosystem is to identify and gain access to the
individuals with the most expertise and passion in
any given field. This provides a broad, yet deep,
network of talent and expertise that the company
can access as needed, without having to acquire
that talent on a long-term basis.
Start engaging with maker communities. Give your
employees access and, more importantly, permission
to participate in these communities. Build feedback
loops to expose the firm to what is being sensed
in these communities, and use that knowledge to
further develop your scale platforms.
2. Employ the same platforms (that makers use) for
your own R&D
Makers are progressing from hobbyists to businesses
on the back of platforms that are lowering barriers
to entry. Start engaging with maker communities.
Give your employees access and, more importantly,
permission to participate in these communities.
Build feedback loops to expose the firm to what is
being sensed in these communities, and use that
knowledge to further develop your scale platforms.

The maker community is like an open and distributed
research and development (R&D) centre, and at any
given time it’s possible that someone is working
on something that is important to a large company.
Employees of large firms are mostly unaware of
these platforms and opportunities, and even
when they know of them, both their mindsets and
the firm’s rigid processes and rules can prevent
employees from taking advantage of the tools.
As a result, large firms are at a disadvantage when
it comes to rapid experimentation and prototyping.
The tables have turned. In the past, small firms
or individuals didn’t have access to the tools or
financing to build a business out of making. Today,
the same practices and policies that gave large firms
an advantage in the past are the ones that stifle
their agility and innovative capacity. It is imperative
for large firms to start using the same tools and
platforms available to small firms and individuals.
Start by allowing individuals and organisations at the
‘edges’ of your firm to experiment and learn by using
these platforms. Then look to scale these edges,
getting them to share their learning and drawing
the rest of your firm into using these platforms and
practices as well.
3. Encourage the maker mindset in your workforce
Makers are known to be creative, resourceful,
and predisposed to making things happen. They are
particularly adept at merging a range of technologies
to solve a problem – a useful skill in today’s business
environment.
Creativity is a learned and applied ability – just like
product management or analytical skills. The more
a person exercises the creative muscle – in work
or otherwise – the stronger it gets. Being creative
is an exercise in selective hoarding, exploration,
experimentation, failing fast, and rapid feedback
in addition to creating something new.
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As we move into times of constant change,
Australian companies will require a nimble,
agile workforce to stay competitive. Finding ways
to bring out the resourcefulness and the ability to
integrate that are common among makers would
help in retraining the Australian workforce to apply
those skills to their everyday jobs. How could
your company create value by empowering the
resourcefulness of innovative makers?
Deloitte Australia held its first nation-wide
hackathon, ‘Hack the Dot,’ in January 2014.
Eighteen teams across six offices spent a combined
discretionary effort of 1,680 hours envisioning
and hacking together new ideas across a number
of client-engagement, cultural and business
improvement themes32. The hackathon was
supported via Deloitte’s internal Yammer network,
which encouraged teams to collaborate
across service lines, management hierarchies,
and geographies. Inter-office Google Hangouts
streamed a constant Australia-wide view of each
office. Hack the Dot was created to stimulate
Deloitte’s SandyEdge community, an expansion
on the Deloitte innovation culture with a strong
focus on self-management, experimentation and
prototyping. SandyEdge is a grass-roots development
sandbox and hosting environment for Deloitte’s
maker-community, built and managed through the
effort of the community. Hackathon participants
submitted their ideas by uploading a video to
SandyEdge blogs and developers could host their
code and demonstrate their projects with minimal
technical effort. Deloitte’s Innovation team microfunded and mentored the winning entries to
help the teams design a minimum viable product.
Hackathons, such as Hack The Dot, promote rapid
development and experimentation and when backed
by a fail-fast approach can see value quickly rise
from unexpected places.
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Start by giving your workforce permission
and support to engage in maker communities.
One approach may be to subsidise memberships
to maker spaces, similar to firms subsidising gym
memberships or adult learning courses. Reconsider
the tightly scripted, standardised work products and
processes of your organisation, and look for ways
to allow employees more freedom to incorporate
collaborative, tinkering approaches into their
daily work.
4. Rethink the enterprise
(its products and assets) as a platform
Times of disruption (as the maker movement may
bring) are also times of opportunity. Be proactive
instead of reactive: rather than sensing and reacting
to the changes afoot, you can stake your space in
the evolving value chain. Deploy platforms that can
help specific segments of makers to thrive and scale.
As consumers, the maker-oriented segment wants
to modify and adapt existing technology to their
own needs and purposes, creating value for both
the manufacturer and the consumer. By creating
hackable interfaces in their products, companies
enable makers to potentially discover new uses
not conceived of by the product-development
team. Products can be reconceived as platforms
that engage and encourage maker-oriented
consumers to tailor products to the needs of
other consumers.
Underused scale infrastructure facilities – for
example, manufacturing, logistics, and distribution
centres – can be rented by or loaned to makers
to scale their operations. Knowledge assets and
resources – such as patent portfolios or the flex-time
of a large labour pool – can be made available
for the maker population to leverage in
a non-competitive, ‘grow the pie’ sort of way.
A company’s brand, customer relationships,
and distribution channel infrastructure can create
platforms that allow makers to more readily
reach the markets served by the larger company.
These platforms could even drive greater scale for
the large company, adding revenue sources and
lowering operating costs at the same time.

Some companies may even evolve into infrastructuremanagement or customer-relationship businesses
and away from the design and development of new
products.
Start with engaging actively in maker communities.
Learn what their needs and wants are, and see what
under-utilised facilities and assets you could provide
to support those needs. Convert these facilities and
assets into platforms, and engage and encourage
the maker community to build upon them.
Experiment with converting some products into
platforms and allowing the maker community
to customise and resell them.
The emerging maker movement in Australia is
an early signal of the future business landscape.
While we are still adjusting to and making sense
of the first wave of digital disruption led by the
digitisation of information, disruption is now
moving into the physical and product level.
The broader impacts of the maker movement
on Australian business and society, and the forces
accelerating it, are still uncertain. Australians’
voracious adoption of technology and the
exponential advances in the country’s digital
infrastructure will fragment some portions of
our economy and consolidate others, but which
industries will be most affected is unclear. How these
forces will affect manufacturing, and whether these
effects will be primarily local to Australia or global,
remains to be seen. The emerging maker movement
also has further implications for employment and
job training. What is apparent is that the movement
is both an important signal and a disruption in its
own right.
Embrace the movement. Help shape its direction,
and use it as a canvas to learn the contours of the
world to come.
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